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GIN & TONIC

GINS

We prefer to pair all our G&Ts with Fever-Tree
Premium Tonic Waters.
With their carefully selected natural botanicals
and perfect carbonation, Fever-Tree tonics have
been crafted to enhance the taste of gin.
Simply select a gin and then choose your tonic.

FEVER-TREE MIXERS
PREMIUM INDIAN TONIC WATER

Uniquely fresh tasting with subtle and supportive citrus notes that are
perfectly balanced by natural quinine.

NATURALLY LIGHT TONIC WATER

By using fruit sugars, Fever-Tree have created an all-natural, low calorie
tonic with 58% fewer calories.

ELDERFLOWER TONIC WATER

Soft, subtle flavours of freshly handpicked elderflower give a perfect
balance to the tonic's natural quinine.

MEDITERRANEAN TONIC WATER

GUNPOWDER IRISH GIN

Bold and bright, this green tea gin has a
subtle spicy freshness.
Paired with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic.
Garnished with lemon.
BOMBAY SAPPHIRE GIN

Aromatic with bright citrus notes.
Paired with Fever-Tree
Mediterranean Tonic.
Garnished with a lemon wedge.

HENDRICK'S GIN

Delightfully infused with cucumber
and rose petal.
Paired with Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic.
Garnished with a slice of cucumber.

Launched in 2011, Little Bird has smooth citrus flavours with a light juniper body.
Paired with Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic.
Garnished with orange.
Complex and juniper forward
with a hint of spice.
Paired with Fever-Tree Aromatic Tonic.
Garnished with lime.

SICILIAN LEMON TONIC

Made by using only the finest Sicilian lemons - pair with your gin of
choice to give it a supremely fresh citrus touch.

AROMATIC TONIC WATER

Made using South American angostura bark, Fever-Tree have created a
unique tonic water that can be enjoyed in a Pink G&T or as a
sophisticated soft drink on its own.

GINGER ALE

Made with a blend of three rare and unique gingers to give an
incredibly aromatic ginger ale.

GINGER BEER

A blend of three different rare and unique ginger roots have been
used to make an authentic fiery ginger beer.

LITTLE BIRD GIN

BEEFEATER LONDON DRY

By using rosemary and lemon-thyme from the shores of Provence,
Fever-Tree have created a unique tonic with a delicately
sweet herbaceous taste.

SIPSMITH SLOE GIN

Cassis comes through with soft
cherry hints and a rounded
fruitiness. Velvety mouthfeel
and balanced sweetness.
Paired with Fever-Tree
Lemon Tonic.
Garnished with a
lemon wedge.

PREMIUM LEMONADE

By blending real lemons, soft spring water and 'sfumatrice' extracts of
lemon from Sicily, Fever-Tree have created a most delicious clear lemonade.

SODA WATER

Made with the softest spring water and carbonated to perfection
to create an impeccable fizz.

